
To identify determiners



Determiners…
…come before a noun to tell you if it is specific or general. 

I’m 
mining 

for 
nouns



noun

Please can you pass me an apple?

The oak tree stood tall in the field.

I have two cats.

I would like to show my artwork this afternoon.



noun determiner

Please can you pass me an apple?

The oak tree stood tall in the field.

I have two cats.

I would like to show my artwork this afternoon.



Find all of the determiners, using 
the nouns to help you:

The dog barked at the boy.

These apples are rotten.

Their bus was late.

Have you seen my keys?

Have you got any English books I could borrow?

There is enough food to feed everyone.



Find all of the determiners, using 
the nouns to help you:

The dog barked at the boy.

These apples are rotten.

Their bus was late.

Have you seen my keys?

Have you got any English books I could borrow?

There is enough food to feed everyone.



We use an when the next word begins with a 
vowel sound:

an elephant

an igloo

an opaque door

an hour



___ acorn

___ jumper

___ lighthouse

___ ice-cream

___ tiger

___honour



an acorn

a jumper

a lighthouse

an ice-cream

a tiger

an honour



CGP p.14 Q1 & 2

Write a paragraph as NASA explaining to an 
astronaut what they need to bring/ use on the 
ISS using determiners (underline them).

Write a paragraph as NASA explaining to an 
astronaut what they need to bring/ use on the 
ISS using a range of determiners. Colour code 
them and create a key for the different types of 
determiners.



Please ensure you have all 
items detailed here before 
boarding the ISS. Your spacesuit 
is essential for any space walks 
during this time. It is also 
recommended that you bring 
many photos of your family as
six months is a long time to be 
away from your loved ones for 
the first time…

Articles
Demonstrative

Possessive 
adjectives
Quantifiers
Numbers
Ordinals

An idea of how to start…


